Parking Structure X (PSX) as well as Gate 3 (Figueroa and McCarthy Way) will be closed beginning Thursday, December 15, 2011 through Sunday, January 9, 2012 due to a renovation project.

We have been asked by the university to ensure that all vehicles are removed from PSX by the close of business on Wednesday, December 14, 2011. Vehicles that have not been moved are subject to being towed and stored at the owner’s expense.

In addition to the structure being closed, access to campus via Gate 3 (Figueroa and McCarthy Way) will be restricted to approved contractor and vendor vehicles only; there will be no “daily sales” and students, faculty, staff and guests will be redirected to another facility.

The tentative reopening of PSX and Gate 3 is scheduled to take place on Monday, January 9, 2012, however, due to the project being completed in phases, the blocking of approximately 60 spaces per day in PSX is necessary and may cause delays in entering/exiting the structure.

During the closure and ongoing construction, the USC Transportation office, which is located in PSX will remain open. For information pertaining to USC Housing, USCard and USC Mail Stop, please check their individual websites.

Additional Information:

- PSX permit holders will be allowed to park in any on-campus structure during the construction (e.g. PSA, PSB, PSD, PS2 or Parking Center)
- Vehicles that are towed from PSX will be stored in Lot 1 (Jefferson and Vermont). In order to reclaim a towed vehicle you must have a valid driver’s license and proof of vehicle ownership.
- The basketball courts located just inside Gate 3 on the east side of PSX will be closed and used as a construction staging area for the duration of the project.

Thank you in advance for your patience and support during this project. If you have any questions or concerns, please contact Rick McCormick, Associate Director of Special Events and Maintenance via email at rmccormi@usc.edu.

Fight On!

USC Transportation